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Objective
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Malayan Traders Capital Founders Fund (“Malayan Traders”, “MTC” Class A:
or the “Fund”) aims to achieve a net return of 10-15% p.a. over a 3-5
year period by investing in a portfolio of global listed equities. MTC
invests predominantly in blue chip companies listed in the US and
Performance
Emerging Asia and employs a value driven, bottom-up investment
approach. MTC’s benchmark is the Singapore Straits Times Index Since Inception (24 Jul 2012)
(“STI”) and the MSCI All Country World Index (“MSCI ACWI”).
The STI was chosen as a benchmark as MTC’s investors predominantly
originate from Southeast Asia, where the STI is the most commonly
followed index. Performance is reported in USD.

Performance
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MTC delivered a since inception net return of 64.8% (20.6% p.a.),
outperforming its benchmarks, the STI and the MSCI ACWI, which
returned 5.1% (1.9% p.a.) and 42.4% (14.2% p.a.) respectively.
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Major indices around the world reversed in February to end the month
at all-time highs. The Dow Jones, the FTSE, and the Nikkei ended the
month at a 5-year, 6-year, and 15-year all-time high respectively. The
positive performance of the equity markets can be attributed to the
recovery of oil prices of 30% ($60 a barrel for Brent) since its low in
mid-Jan, an increase of 257,000 jobs in America in Jan to end with an
unemployment rate of just 5.7% (vs. 9.8% in Jan 2010), and Japan
hobbling out of a recession in the fourth quarter of 2014 (growing by
0.6%).
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Resources & Agriculture
Compared to the previous month, we now have a significant portion
of our holdings in the resources sector (hard commodities and energy),
resulting in commodities taking up about 38% of the portfolio. This
increase is a result of us capitalising on equity market declines in May
last year, especially in relation to commodity companies, which have
since appreciated significantly. We have already observed a number of
our portfolio companies enjoying double digit returns in February from
its low in January.
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Portfolio Companies (continued)
Resources & Agriculture (continued)
Though we comment about the success of our commodities portfolio,
we should also take a page from history and take note of the period
between 2000 and 2010, when equity markets worldwide benefited from
the commodities super-cycle. This super-cycle ended just a few years
back, resulting in resources companies being oversold and
consequentially leading to bargain opportunities surfacing. For
example, Henry Hub Natural Gas traded around $6.00/MMBtu to
$8.00/MMBtu from 2004 to 2008, falling to around $4.00/MMBtu
from 2012 to 2014, and most recently to $2.80/MMBtu in February
2015. LME Copper, which traded at around $9,000/mt in 2011,
recently dropped to a 5-year low of around $5,700/mt in February 2015.
Other commodities have also experienced significant declines, including
palm oil, crude oil and gold, among others.
As a result, we have observed many companies in the resources and
agriculture sector trading at extremely low valuations. Whilst we don’t
invest based on macro trends, we do take note of opportunities that
macro events present and invest in well run companies that
unwarrantedly trade at attractive valuations. It should be noted that the
task is not an easy one, and requires a lot of diligent research, analysis
and high level thinking to sift through the companies that can weather
the storm instead of going bankrupt.
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Outlook
While commodity prices rallied in February, we view this as a short term
gain. The fundamentals point towards a volatilte year for commodity
prices and we are being very strategic in selecting the commodity
companies to keep. 43% of the porfolio, which includes a significant
portion in the commodiites sector, is trading at “deep value” prices.
However, some commodity companies are trading at fair value, which
we intend to divest for defensive reasons. As we do not believe in market
timing and do not predict when the peak is, we expect to forego some
upside from the near term momentum. This strategic portfolio
management exercise is what has resulted in MTC delivering 6.4% thus
far in a year that market participants claim should be very negative. Our
other companies continue to grow and are fundamentally sound, which
is expected to result in a positive performance for MTC’s porfolio for
2015.
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this report are those of Devan Linus Rajadurai, MTC’s Founder &
Chief Investment Officer. MTC’s investment strategy is implemented by the Fund’s Investment
Manager, MTC Asset Management, with the support of its sister entity, MTC Asset
Management (M) Sdn. Bhd. licensed by Securities Commission Malaysia (CMSL:
eCMSL/A0333/2015), which provides research and operational support to MTC Asset
Management. The Fund is a regulated mutual fund under the Mutual Funds Law of the
Cayman Islands and is registered with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. This report is
up-to-date as of 1 August 2016.
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